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Abstract—We analyze the dependence of radiation loss, effec-

tive indices and difference of the effective indices of the two

modes with similar field distribution propagating in dual-core

microstructured fibres as well as their polarization behavior

on fibre parameters (air hole diameter, hole separation, dis-

tance between guiding cores) and fibre bending. Optimization

of the parameters of such fibres using as vector bend sensors

is considered.
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1. Introduction

Microstructured or holey fibres are single material fibres

with a periodic array of air holes running along the length

of the fibre [1, 2]. These fibres guide the light due to

a defect (or defects) in the array using two different mech-

anisms: a photonic band-gap effect or an effective index

difference between the defect region, which forms the core,

and remainder of the periodic region, which acts as the

cladding. Microstructured fibres (MFs) offer exciting new

possibilities for guiding of light. They have enormous po-

tential in admitting exotic microstructures with relative ease

of manufacturing and can also be made single-mode over

a wide range of wavelengths. For many applications, two

or more guiding cores rather than just one are required. Ex-

amples of such applications include switching, vector bend

sensors, phase-locked high-power lasers, fibre couplers and

polarization splitters [3–5]. An interesting feature of multi-

core microstructured fibres (MCMFs) is the possibility to

control and modify the shape of their modes by varying

the diameter of air holes, hole separation, distance between

guiding cores and fibre bends [5, 6].

In a dual-core MF shown in Fig. 1, two supermodes with

similar field distribution but different propagation constants

and confinement losses propagate equally in both cores [6].

The difference between parameters of both modes is depen-

dent on the structure of MCMF. According to the theory

of coupled fibres (see, for instance, [7]), one of the super-

modes of the dual-core fibre formed by the sum of the fun-

damental solutions of separate fibres (separate cores) has

propagation constant larger than the propagation constant

of the separate fibre by the value of coupling coefficient

of two cores. This supermode is called even mode. The

second (odd) supermode is formed by subtraction of fun-

damental solutions and has the propagation constant lower

then the separate fibre – by value of the coupling coef-

ficient. In addition each mode exists in two polarization

states. Because the cross-section of the dual-core MF with

usual hexagonal lattice of air holes substantially differs for

the x and y directions, it is natural to expect the differ-

ence of parameters and field distributions of modes with

orthogonal polarizations.

Fig. 1. Cross-section of dual-core microstructured fibre.

In this paper we analyse the mode dispersion in dual-core

microstructured fibres in dependence on the MCMF struc-

ture and bending. Under the term “mode dispersion” we

understand here not the difference of group velocities, but

the difference of effective indices and radiation loss coeffi-

cients, both of orthogonally polarized modes (polarization

mode dispersion or birefringence) and two supermodes of

dual-core MF (supermode dispersion).

2. Theory

The cross-section of dual-core MF under investigation with

hexagonal lattice is presented in Fig. 1. We use the algo-

rithm based on the method of lines [8, 9] for calculation of

mode field distribution, effective refractive indices and ra-

diation loss in MCMF, as we have proven the efficiency of
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that method for analysis of single-core MFs [10]. Following

the method of lines we divide the structure under investi-

gation into layers in y direction. In each layer the permit-

tivity is assumed to be a function of the x coordinate only:

ε = ε(x). Wave propagation in z direction is described

by exp(− jkzz) = exp(− j
√

εre z), εre being the propagation

constant. Therefore, we have ∂/∂ z = − jkz = − j
√

εre .

From the Maxwell equations we derive two coupled gen-

eralized transmission line equations for the y direction for

each layer, which have to be solved [8]:
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H̃x,y,z =
√

ε0/µ0 Hx,y,z, Ex,y,z and Hx,y,z are the electrical and

magnetic field components, Dx is abbreviation for ∂/∂x.

All coordinates and dimensions are normalized to the free

space wave number k0 according to x = k0 x, y = k0 y.

The combination of two equations (1) yields wave equations

for the electric and magnetic fields, which are completely

equivalent
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For instance, for the product [QH ] = [RE ][RH ] we obtain

four submatrices:

QH11 = −Dx µ−1 Dx µ + εre εz ε−1
y − εzµ ,

QH12 =
√

εre

(
εzε

−1
y Dx −Dx

)
,

QH21 =
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εre
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y

)
,

QH22 = −εx Dxε−1
y Dx + εre − εxµ .

(4)

The partial differential equations (3) have to be discretized

with respect to x coordinate in order to obtain ordinary dif-

ferential equations, which can be solved analytically. In this

case not only the field components but also the permittivi-

ties and the radial coordinate x have to be discretized. The

discretization has to be done in two different line systems,

yielding

Ex,Hz,Hy → Ex,Hz,Hy Hx,Ez,Ey → Hx,Ez,Ey

εx → εεεx εz,εy → εεε z,εεεy

∂
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−1
D◦

x = D
◦
x ,

∂
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→ h

−1
D•

x = D
•
x ,

(5)

where: h = k0 h is the normalized discretization distance,

εεε are diagonal matrices. The symbols ◦ and • indicate the

discretization line system to which the quantities belong. In

order to take into account the confinement and bend radia-

tion losses, we introduce the absorbing boundary conditions

(ABC) [11] on the outer boundaries of the structure.

Now the Eqs. (3) can be rewritten in the form

d2

dy2
F−QF = 0 , (6)

where F = E, H; E =

[
jEz

Ex

]
, H =

[
Hx

jHz

]
and, for instance,
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QH22 = −εεεx D
•
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y D
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By transformation to main axes (diagonalization)

T−1
H QHTH = ΓΓΓ2, TE = jRHTHΓΓΓ−1 ,

or

T−1
E QETE = ΓΓΓ2 , TH = jRETEΓΓΓ−1 ,

E = TE E, H = THH

(7)

we obtain uncoupled equations in the transformed domain

d2

dy2
F−ΓΓΓ2F = 0 (8)

with the general solution

F = exp(−ΓΓΓy)F
f
+ exp(ΓΓΓy)F

b
. (9)

By solving the eigenvalue problem in Eqs. (7) we obtain

the transformation matrices TE,H and eigenvectors ΓΓΓ for

each layer of the structure. In order to obtain the relation

between fields at the layer boundaries at the planes y = y0

and y = y0 + d we introduce a reflection coefficient r as
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the ratio between the backward and forward propagating

waves [9]

F
b
(y) = r(y)F

f
. (10)

Inside the layer, the fields and reflection coefficient vary in

accordance with

F
f
(y0 + d) = exp(−ΓΓΓd)F

f
(yo) ,

F
b
(y0) = exp(−ΓΓΓd)F

b
(y0 + d) ,

(11)

r(y) = exp(−ΓΓΓd)r(y0 + d)exp(−ΓΓΓd) . (12)

where d = k0 d, d is the layer thickness.

The transformation of the reflection coefficient at the

boundary between two layers II and I, where field com-

ponents match in original domain (Fig. 2) can be done by

using

pII = (eII −hII)(eII + hII)
−1 (13)

with

eII =
(
TI

E

)−1
TII

E

(
I+ pII

)
,

hII =
(
TI

H

)−1
TII

H

(
I−pII

)
,

(14)

where I stands for the identity matrix.

Fig. 2. Transformation of the reflection coefficient between two

homogeneous layers.

Using this algorithm we successively transform the reflec-

tion coefficient from the top and bottom layers of the struc-

ture (where we have r = 0) to a matching plane, which we

place in the middle of the central layer (Fig. 3). Taking

Fig. 3. Transformation of the reflection coefficient from the top

and bottom to a matching plane.

into account the direction of modes and assuming the sym-

metry of the structure with respect to the matching plane

(rl = ru = r), we obtain a system of equations:

[
I− r2(εre)

]
F

f
= 0 , (15)

from which the determinant equation

det
[
I−r2(εre)

]
= det

[
I−r(εre)

]
·det

[
I+ r(εre)

]
= 0

(16)

can be derived. The solution of the determinant equa-

tion gives us the propagation constant εre, which is com-

plex because of the radiation. The real part of the
√

εre

is the effective refractive index ne f f , while the imagi-

nary one stands for the radiation loss coefficient α =
0.0868 · Im

(√
εre

)
dB/cm.

After determining εre, we can compute the modes in the

matching plane, and consequently the field distribution in

the whole structure.

The expression (16) is a quadratic equation and has two

solutions. One of the solutions follows from the first fac-

tor det
[
I− r(εre)

]
of the equation and corresponds to the

x-polarized mode. Another root obtained from the second

factor det
[
I + r(εre)

]
describes the mode polarized in or-

thogonal y direction.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Birefringence and supermode dispersion

in straight MCMFs

We have applied the algorithm described above to calculate

mode field distribution, propagation constants and radiation

loss coefficients for dual-core MFs. The results are plotted

in Figs. 4–7.

Figure 4 shows the electric field transverse component dis-

tribution of the orthogonally polarized odd and even modes

in MF with two guiding cores separated by three air holes.

The air hole diameter d of the MF equals to 0.64 µm

in that case; the ratio of hole diameter to hole separation

d/Λ is 0.2 and the wavelength of propagating radiation

is 1.5 µm. The first ten and last five contour lines in the

figure are spaced by 0.01 of the field maximum value, while

others are spaced by 0.025. As one can see from the figure,

the field distributions of modes of both polarizations look

quite similar in high intensity region and slightly differ for

low intensities nearby the fibre boundaries. This is because

the MF structure is anisotropic in the cross-section. The

same “slight but significant difference” in the field profiles

of x- and y-polarized modes has been reported in [12].

The field distributions for odd and even supermodes are

also similar for high intensity region, but even modes have

additional low intensity components between cores.

Figures 5 and 6 show, respectively, the effective indices

and the difference between effective indices of even and

odd modes of dual-core MF and the orthogonal polariza-

tion states of these modes as a function of the ratio d/Λ
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Fig. 4. Transverse electric field distribution of the orthogonally polarized modes: (a)|Ex(x, y)| for x-polarized odd mode; (b) |Ey(x, y)|
for y-polarized odd mode; (c) |Ex(x, y)| for x-polarized even mode; (d) |Ey(x, y)| for y-polarized even mode.

for MF with 3 holes between cores and radiation wave-

length λ = 1.5 µm (a), function of the number of holes

between guiding cores (core separation) for d/Λ = 0.2 and

λ = 1.5 µm (b), and function of normalized wavelength

λ/Λ for d/Λ = 0.2 and 3 holes between cores (c). Plots

for the effective indices of different MCMF supermodes on

Fig. 5c coincide within printing resolution.

Figure 7 shows similar dependences for the radiation loss

of the two modes in both polarization states. In Fig. 6,

curves 1–4 present, respectively, the birefringence of

the odd nx
e f od − n

y
e f od (curve 1) and even nx

e f ev − n
y
e f ev

(curve 2) modes and supermode dispersion for x-polarized

nx
e f ev − nx

e f od (curve 3) and y-polarized n
y
e f ev − n

y
e f od

(curve 4) modes. In Figs. 5 and 7, the effective indices

and radiation loss coefficient α are plotted: solid lines

correspond to x-polarized modes and dashed lines repre-

sent y-polarized modes. Curves 1 and 2 describe effective

indices and loss of the odd and even supermodes, respec-

tively. In these calculations we take into account the depen-

dence of the material refractive index on wavelength, using

the Sellmeier equation.

As one can see, the effective indices of the all super-

modes decrease with enlarging fibre air-filling fraction or

reducing the radiation wavelength. As the core separation

increases the effective indices of the orthogonally polar-

ized odd and even supermodes correspondingly decrease

and increase, approaching effective indices of the x- and

y-polarized modes of the single-core MF. The difference
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Fig. 5. Effective indices of the supermodes of dual-core MF

as a function of (a) the ratio d/Λ; (b) core separation; (c) nor-

malized wavelength λ/Λ. Solid and dashed lines correspond to

the x- and the y-polarized modes. Curves 1 and 2 describe the

effective indices of the odd and even supermode, respectively.

between effective indices of orthogonally polarized modes

increases with enlarging the hole diameter or reducing hole

separation. At the same time, the polarization birefringence

has more flat dependence on the separation of fibre cores.

With increasing core separation, birefringence of the odd

and even supermodes decreases and increases correspond-

ingly, converging to the birefringence value of the mode

propagated in a single-core microstructured fibre with sim-

ilar parameters (dashed line in Fig. 6b).

Similar small influence of microstructured fibre core sep-

aration on polarization beat length has been observed ex-

perimentally by the group of dr. J. Wojcik from the Lublin

Maria Curie-Sklodowska University (UMCS) [13]. In-

crease of fibre air-filling fraction d/Λ or core separation

leads to reduction the difference between effective indices

of the odd and even modes of dual-core MF. For d/Λ≥ 0.4
(for λ = 1.5 µm) and/or separation of the cores in more

than 5 holes, the effective indices of the both modes prac-

Fig. 6. Effective index birefringence and supermode dispersion

of dual-core MF as a function of (a) the ratio d/Λ; (b) core

separation; (c) normalized wavelength λ/Λ. The plot numbers

indicate nx
ef od − n

y
ef od

(1), nx
ef ev − n

y
ef ev (2), nx

ef ev − nx
ef od (3),

and n
y
ef ev

− n
y
ef od

(4). Dashed line in (b) describes polarization

birefringence of a single-core microstructured fibre.
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Fig. 7. Radiation loss coefficient of the modes of dual-core MF as

a function of (a) the ratio d/Λ; (b) core separation; (c) normalized

wavelength λ/Λ.

tically coincide. Thus, there is no coupling between cores

and each core behaves as a separate fibre. Both supermode

dispersion and polarization birefringence are reduced with

decrease of radiation wavelength.

In such case, the difference between orthogonally polarized

modes drops approximately linearly with decrease of wave-

length, while the difference between even and odd modes

has more sharp exponential wavelength dependence. In

the short wavelength region (λ/Λ ≤ 0.18 for d/Λ = 0.2)

the difference between effective indices of even and odd

modes is negligible and two cores are practically decou-

pled. Increasing the ratio d/Λ or decreasing core sepa-

ration reduces the radiation loss in MCMFs. At that, the

loss of y-polarized modes is lower, because the fields of

these modes decay steeper to the fibre boundaries. Calcu-

lations of the influence of core separation have been done

for fibres of identical size. Thus, the extension of distance

between cores leads to reduction of distance from the cores

to fibre outer boundaries (cladding thickness). As a result,

the decay of mode field amplitudes on the fibre boundaries

is insufficient; this explains the rise of calculated radiation

loss for large core separation.

In calculation of MFs with some ratios d/Λ the calcu-
lated fibre dimension, which is an integer multiply of the

discretization step, slightly differs from the real fibre di-

mension. This can explain the small kinks observed on the

curves in Figs. 5a, 6a and 7a.

3.2. Curved dual-core MFs

Microstructured fibres being used, for instance, in com-

munication lines can be subject to bending. Sensitivity

to bends is also important issue for multicore MFs used

as bend sensors and couplers. Therefore, the behavior of

multicore MFs modes in bend region has to be investi-

gated. For straight MF we used the Cartesian coordinate

system whereas the cylindrical coordinate system where the

angular coordinate ϕ corresponds to the bend is used for

curved MF [6].

Fig. 8. Birefringence and supermode dispersion of the MF as

a function of bend radius.

Figure 8 shows birefringence (nx
ef od − n

y
ef od , solid lines 1

and 2) and supermode dispersion (nx
ef ev − nx

ef od , dashed

lines 3 and 4) of the MF as a function of bend radius for

different cores separation and air-filling fraction. Curves 1
and 3 correspond to MFs with d/Λ = 0.2 and curves 2
and 4 relate to d/Λ = 0.4. As one can see from plots 1
and 2, the difference between effective indices of orthog-

onally polarized modes doesn’t change with the bend. In

opposite, the difference between effective indices of odd
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and even supermodes increases with reducing bend radius.

The supermode dispersion of the MCMFs with larger ra-

tio d/Λ more sharply depends on the fibre bend.

Bending causes redistribution of optical power of two

modes of dual-core MF between the cores and eliminates

the first and second modes quasi-degeneracy. The power

of the odd modes is concentrated mostly in the core on

the inner side of the bend, and amplitude of the mode in

outer core decreases [6]. The even mode field concentrates

mostly in the outer core. The difference between mode am-

plitudes in left and right cores in dual-core MFs increases as

the bend radius decreases (see Fig. 9). Thus, by comparing

Fig. 9. Variation of the odd mode amplitude in both cores of the

dual-core MF with the fibre bend radius.

the measured power in both cores of the MF it is possible to

determine the value of fibre bend radius. Change of bend

direction leads to opposite distribution of the mode fields.

This feature allows using the dual-core MFs as vector bend

sensors, i.e., sensors for determining both the bend value

and direction.

4. Conclusions

We have calculated the field distribution, effective indices

and radiation loss of two supermodes in both polarization

states propagating in dual-core microstructured fibres with

different parameters and analyzed the birefringence and su-

permode dispersion as a function of fibre parameters, wave-

length and bend. This analyzis shows that the effective in-

dices of the MCMF supermodes decrease with enlarging fi-

bre air-filling fraction or reducing the radiation wavelength.

As the core separation increases, the effective indices of the

orthogonally polarized odd and even supermodes decrease

and increase correspondingly and approach the values of

effective indices of the x- and y-polarized modes of the

single-core MF. The birefringence increases with enlarging

the hole diameter, wavelength or reducing hole separation.

The polarization birefringence exhibits more flat depen-

dence on the separation of fibre cores. With increasing core

separation the birefringence of the odd supermode slightly

decreases and the one of the even mode increases; both tend

to the birefringence of the mode of single-core fibre with

similar parameters – from different sides. The supermode

dispersion reduces with increasing fibre air-filling fraction,

core separation or decreasing wavelength. For d/Λ ≥ 0.4
(for λ = 1.5 µm) and/or separation of the cores in more

than 5 holes the effective indices of the both supermodes

practically coincide and each core behaves as a separate fi-

bre. The same core decoupling is achieved for propagating

radiation with short wavelength.

Fibre bending causes redistribution of optical power of two

supermodes of dual-core MF between the cores. The power

of the odd mode is concentrated mostly in the core, which is

on inner side of the bend, and amplitude of the mode in the

outer core decreases. The even mode concentrates mostly

in outer core. The difference between mode amplitudes in

both cores in dual-core MFs increases with reduction of the

bend radius. At that, bending doesn’t change the polariza-

tion birefringence. In opposite, the supermode dispersion

increases as the bend radius reduces.
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